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Ethos, Authority and Worldly Reputation in the Erasmian Republic of Letters 

 

Introduction 

 

In a well-known 1955 article, Craig R. Thompson called Erasmus (1466–1536) ‘the leading 

cosmopolitan of the age’ and claimed that ‘his range of acquaintances, his correspondence, and above 

all his books brought him into touch with educated men all over his European world’.1 Somewhat in 

this spirit, although often with a less elevated tone, much existing scholarship has confirmed the 

transnational, collective dimension of the humanist circles surrounding Erasmus.2 While this 

collective dimension can refer to a number of things (conceptual presuppositions, collective projects, 

common identity, etc.), it has frequently been discussed together with the emergence of a 

transnational Republic of Letters, since the early sixteenth-century humanist movement gathered 

around Erasmus is considered the first intellectual strand that often referred to itself as a respublica 

literaria.3 Despite the privileged position of early sixteenth-century humanism at the moment of the 

emergence of the respublica literaria, the place of the Erasmian Republic in the broader historical 

narrative of the respublica literaria remains, however, understudied.4 

 
1 Craig R Thompson, ‘Erasmus as Internationalist and Cosmopolitan’, ARG 46 (1955), 167-95 (167). 

2 See, e.g. James Kelsey Mcconica, Erasmus (Oxford: OUP, 1991), 61-2; Marcel Bataillon, Érasme et l’Espagne 

(Genève: Librairie Droz, 1991); Robert P. Adams, The Better Part of Valor. More, Erasmus, Colet, and Vives on 

Humanism, War and Peace, 1496–1535 (Seattle: UWP, 1962).  

3 Françoise Waquet, ‘Qu’est-ce que la République des lettres? Essai de sémantique historique’, Bibliothèque de l’école 

des chartes 147 (1989), 473-502 (475-6); Marc Fumaroli, La République des Lettres (Paris: Gallimard, 2015), 44-9. 

4 For the current state of scholarship on Erasmus’ letters and networks, see Stephen Ryle (ed.), Erasmus and the 

Republic of Letters (Turnhout: Brepols 2014). The work does not offer an overall interpretation of the Erasmian 
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One subject of debate is whether we should understand the Erasmian respublica 

literaria as a place of retreat and self-cultivation or, alternatively, as a space that, at least in terms of 

humanist self-understanding, could contribute to educational, political and ecclesiastical reform. 

Unlike the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Republics of Letters, which have often been linked 

to the emergence of a critical, non-institutional sphere of discussion with civic potential, the Erasmian 

Republic has primarily been portrayed as a place of retreat from the world of negotium to a learned 

community where arts and virtue could be cultivated in the company of like-minded scholars.5 

Mirroring a broader tradition, Constance Furey has claimed that the Erasmian Republic of Letters 

enabled a collective search for transcendence and spirituality.6 Although not denying that collective 

friendship could serve more practical purposes, in Furey’s account the community of friends of the 

Republic appears precisely as a reaction against the profane world of mundane virtue, politics and 

corruption.7 Simultaneously, however, there is wide agreement that what might be broadly referred 

to as Erasmian humanism possessed a distinctively critical edge on a number of fronts ranging from 

theological and ecclesiastical questions to education and issues concerning good government. As the 

 
Republic of Letters, though. The concept is not employed in the introduction provided by Ryle, and different articles 

use it in different ways and to different degrees. 

5 Classical interpretations include Reinhart Koselleck, Kritik und Krise (Freiburg: K. Alber, 1959), 81-103; Jürgen 

Habermas, Strukturwandel der Öffentlichkeit (Neuwied: Herman Luchterhand Verlag, 1962), 28-41, 69-75; Dena 

Goodman, The Republic of Letters: a cultural history of the French enlightenment (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 

1994), 12-15. 

6 Constance M. Furey, Erasmus, Contarini, and the Religious Republic of Letters (Cambridge: CUP, 2006), 5, 8-11, 

170. See also Hans Bots, ‘Introduction’, in Christiane Berkvens-Stevelinck, Hans Bots, and Jens Häseler (eds.), Les 

grands intermédiaires culturels de la république des lettres (Paris: Honoré Champion, 2005), 8-10; Marie-Madeleine de 

La Garanderie, ‘Introduction’, in La correspondance d'Érasme et de Guillaume Budé, ed. La Garanderie (Paris: J. Vrijn, 

1967), 9-47 (16); Fritz Schalk, ‘Erasmus und die Respublica litteraria’, in C. Reedicj (ed.), Actes du Congrès Érasme 

(Amsterdam: North Holland, 1971).  

7 Furey, Erasmus, 20-32.  
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argument goes, the Erasmian understanding of inner piety and self-transformation served as an initial 

step in the realization of an active life in the service of the ecclesiastical or political community 

(negotium) in the role of educators, tutors, counsellors or priests. In this way, Erasmian spiritual 

renewal and the cultivation of piety were closely linked to a wider call to work for educational, 

theological and political reform.8  

The central claim of this article is that Erasmian humanists believed that the Republic 

of Letters could make an important contribution to reform as a source of reputation and authority. 

Here, I will not, however, focus on an idealized link between the Republic (understood as a source of 

virtue, ethical self-government or autonomy) and a successful active life, but rather on a more prosaic 

understanding of the Republic as a space that contributed to the reputation of its most illustrious 

members.9 At least since the publication of Lisa Jardine’s Erasmus, Man of Letters (1993), the idea 

that Erasmian humanists could forge their reputation via a careful construction of their public image 

has been a commonplace. But I would like to take Jardine’s argument further by claiming that 

Erasmian humanists themselves assumed that the social reputation stemming from association with 

the Republic of Letters was decisive with respect to authority and a rhetorical ethos and, consequently, 

a life of negotium and, ultimately, their reform programme. In this way, the discursive friendship of 

the Republic and its public presentation were thought to be important for reformative endeavours 

 
8 Margo Todd, Christian humanism and the puritan social order (Cambridge: CUP, 1987), 22-52; Aysha Pollnitz, 

Princely Education in Sixteenth-Century Britain (Cambridge: CUP, 2015), 8-9, 55-138; Léon E. Halkin, Érasme parmi 

nous (Paris: Fayard, 1987), 425-35; James D. Tracy, Erasmus of the Low Countries (Berkeley: UCP, 1996), 53-7, 104-

15; Adams, Valor, 1-2.  

9 For a link between self-government, intellectual autonomy, and political and ecclesiastical critique, see Fumaroli, La 

République, 49; Hanan Yoran, Between Utopia and Dystopia: Erasmus, Thomas More, and the Humanist Republic of 

Letters (Lanham: Lexington Books, 2010), 3.  
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both in educational debates with the scholastic tradition and, more generally, in addressing those in 

power. 

The argument will be developed in two parts, which link conceptual reflection to the 

actual forging of the Republic of Letters. In the first part, it will be argued that Erasmus’ rhetorical 

theory, while greatly underlining the transparent link between virtue and authority, as famously 

stressed by Jacques Chomarat, developed a strong understanding of reputation as a source of 

persuasive authority that did not stem from one’s character in any direct way.10 While this theory was 

developed in rhetorical works destined for a variety of purposes, its theoretical ideas could be 

perceived in Erasmus’ actual attempts to create the Republic of Letters and in his own interpretation 

of its public dimension. This dimension will be analysed in the second part, which focuses on the 

friendship between Erasmus and Guillaume Budé (1467-1540), which in turn was discussed as a 

public relationship that could serve as a source of reputation and authority. Ultimately, the main 

objective of the analysis is to draw out a conceptual link between the theory of rhetorical authority 

(first part) and the self-interpretation of the Republic of Letters (second part), rather than to focus on 

how this authority was actualized in specific reform projects. However, the conceptual limitations 

and the undeniable failure to turn authority into successful political or ecclesiastical reform will be 

discussed and placed within the broader history of the Republic of Letters in the conclusion. 

The key concepts Erasmianism, respublica literaria and ethos require some 

clarification. The adjective Erasmian, while often used to denote a collective ideal of Christian 

reform, refers here also to the central role Erasmus played in transalpine humanism both as a 

facilitator of collective humanist projects and also as a person who was widely cited in different 

settings in the 1510s and 1520s as the prince of the humanist cause.11 The Republic of Letters should 

 
10 Jacques Chomarat, Grammaire et rhetorique chez Érasme (Paris: Les belles lettres, 1981), 2:1103-1107. 

11 For a spiritual interpretation of Erasmianism, see Bataillon, Érasme, v-vi. 
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be taken in two senses. On the one hand, it denotes a rather exclusive group of humanists who, to 

different degrees, participated in the cultivation of a collective friendship with and through Erasmus. 

On the other hand, it simultaneously refers to a form of self-interpretation that underlined the 

universal, rational and virtuous nature of the collective friendship within the Republic.12 This 

normative element enabled humanists to frame the practice of friendship within the Republic as a 

source of reputation and authority. Finally, by employing ethos and the vocabulary around it 

(authority, virtue), I am not referring to the analytical categories of the emerging scholarship on 

‘persona’, but to historical concepts familiar to the humanists themselves.13 

 

Three Theories of Rhetorical Ethos 

 

Erasmus’ De copia (1512) and De conscribendis epistolis (1522) were among the most widely read 

rhetorical manuals of the sixteenth century. In both works, Erasmus appropriated classical theory for 

contemporary concerns in an extremely practical manner that embraced the flexibility and rhetorical 

possibilities of language. In the process, both works endorsed the classical idea that the person of the 

writer/orator was a source of persuasion and authority, and that its presentation was an artistic 

endeavour with its own proper rules. Already the reference points of classical rhetoric always 

 
12 In scholarship, the term is used more loosely, although the tendency to employ it for scholarly networks rather than as 

a normative category seems to be dominant. See Bots, ‘Introduction’, 10-14; Arjan van Dixhoorn, and Susie Speakman 

Sutch, ‘Introduction’, in Arjan van Dixhoorn, and Susie Speakman Sutch (eds.), The Reach of the Republic of Letters, 2 

vols, (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2008), 1:1-16 (1:11-14).  

13 For an overview of the tradition, see Gadi Algazi, ‘Exemplum and Wundertier: Three Concepts of the Scholarly 

Persona’, BMGN 131 (4), 2016, 8-32. 
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underlined the artistic side of ethos.14 Aristotle’s (384–322 BC) Rhetoric stressed that one’s ethos 

was always accomplished within the confines of a speech and, just like Cicero’s (106–43 BC) and 

Quintilian’s (c. 35–100) rhetorical works, it presented technical instruction on how to win credibility 

for one’s character through literary devices.15  

 In De copia and De conscribendis epistolis, already the general emphasis put on the 

correct assessment of the contextual circumstances of the situation (e.g. persons involved, topic, 

moment) according to the rules of appropriateness (decorum) implied the importance of the person 

of the writer as one of the sources of persuasion.16 In De conscribendis epistolis, Erasmus offered a 

list of specific topics for analysing persons (e.g. writer, audience, object of an encomium) and showed 

how they could be employed in crafting an ethos.17 In a section on letters of request, Erasmus 

demonstrated how to secure the goodwill of the recipient, and in his treatment of letters of advice, 

Erasmus gave instructions on how to gain authority for oneself ‘without offending the person we are 

advising’.18 In De copia, Erasmus described how one should be trained in the artistic crafting of an 

ethos through character delineations that taught one how to ‘supply each person with utterances 

appropriate to his age, type, country, way of life, cast of mind, and character’.19 

 
14 For the popularity of Erasmus’ and classical works on rhetorical theory, see Peter Mack, A History of Renaissance 

Rhetoric 1380–1620 (Oxford: OUP, 2011), 13-32, 80-88, 90-96. 

15 Aristotle, The Art of Rhetoric, trans. Freese (Cambridge, MA: HUP, 1926), 16-17, 169-71, 446-9, (1.2.3-5, 2.1.1-7, 

3.16.8-9); Cicero, De inventione, trans. Hubbell (Cambridge Massachusetts: HUP, 1949), 44-7 (1.16.22-3). 

16 ASD I/2, 222-223. All references to works by Erasmus follow the collected editions using the standard abbreviations: 

CWE Collected Works of Erasmus, 72 vols. (Toronto: UTP, 1974–); ASD Opera omnia, 9 vols. in parts (Amsterdam: 

North-Holland, 1969–). All translations of Erasmus are from CWE. 

17 Ibid., 384-386. 

18 Ibid., 466-467, 488-489 (CWE 25:190). 

19 ASD I/6, 212 (CWE 24:586). 
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 Both De copia and De conscibendis epistolis turned into precepts much of what 

Erasmus had practiced in his own writing, but, because of their eminently practical nature, they had 

very little to say about how Erasmus interpreted his role as an orator more generally. In understanding 

Erasmus’ relationship to the performance of rhetoric, it should be noted that many of the technical 

terms that were given an artistic description in De copia and De conscribendis epistolis as sources 

supporting the credibility of an orator were of central importance in Erasmus’ moral philosophy. 

Especially in discussing the auctoritas of the speaker, Erasmus was not only employing a concept 

that had been widely used in rhetorical theory since Roman times; rather, the same term had been of 

decisive importance in his broader reflections on moral philosophy as a form of moral and virtuous 

power that created credibility rather than mere obedience.  

Already in Roman parlance, auctoritas, unlike potestas and imperium, did not refer to 

the use of power within a clearly defined legal domain, but to the ability to authorize different types 

of actions through moral and intellectual prestige.20 With Erasmus, the link between ethical virtue 

and authority was preserved, but it was interpreted as a specific dimension of a more general theory 

of the philosophy of Christ (philosophia Christi), according to which one’s inner transformation was 

a precondition for a successful and authoritative performance of virtue in the service of others in a 

range of duties. In a central exposition of his philosophia Christi in Paraclesis (1516), Erasmus called 

for a union of Christian philosophy and eloquence epitomized by Christ, which, because of its 

spiritual provenance, would be less ornate but more efficacious than Cicero’s.21 This link was also 

incorporated into an ethical model that described the performance of one’s duties within a specific 

officium as being dependent on the cultivation of spirit and virtue. For instance, in Institutio Principis 

 
20 André Magdelain, Jus, imperium, auctoritas: études de droit romain (Rome: École française de Rome, 1990), 385-

403. In politics, this authority was used by the Roman Senate. Its authority was a commonplace in Erasmian circles; see 

ASD I/2, 271 (De conscribendis epistolis); Allen 403, 2:229 (Budé to Erasmus).  

21 ASD V/7, 287. 
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Christiani (1515), on princely office, Erasmus claimed that hatred could be avoided through the 

cultivation of goodwill and authority, which could only be achieved through the exercise of virtue.22 

The moral philosophical and rhetorical strands of authority were closely linked in 

Erasmus’ yearning to become a pious orator whose eloquence would communicate Christian virtue 

in all domains of life.23 While this link often became explicit in discussions on theology and moral 

philosophy, it was spelled out in the clearest of terms in Erasmus’ final treatise on rhetoric, 

Ecclesiastes (1535). Ecclesiastes, influenced by Augustine’s (354–430) De doctrina Christiana (On 

Christian Doctrine), was an ambitious attempt to create a Christian rhetorical treatise on homiletics 

that could compete with the most comprehensive classical work on rhetorical training and theory: 

Quintilian’s (35–100) Institutio oratoria. Although Ecclesiastes was primarily a manual on 

preaching, it covered a variety of themes not strictly linked to the technicalities of speech, and it 

offered arguably Erasmus’ last and most far-reaching interpretation of the links between philosophia 

Christi and the rhetorical legacy of Antiquity.24 In the process, Erasmus’ discussion in Ecclesiastes 

frequently exceeded the confines of preaching and showed how one could make the philosophy of 

Christ triumphant not only in Church but across the spectrum of human relations. Because of its broad 

aspirations and some clear autobiographical undertones, Ecclesiastes put forward numerous 

references to civic rhetoric and to the reformation of the character of those in civil power. Erasmus 

opened up Ecclesiastes by drawing a parallel between civic and religious rhetoric, which reminded 

the reader that the offices of civil and religious orator were complementary and not in ‘conflict with 

each other’, since both aimed at tranquillity in the spirit of Christian devotion.25 Moreover, 

 
22 ASD IV/1, 185-6.  

23 Chomarat, Grammaire, 1:21. 

24 Frederick McGinness, ‘Introductory note’, in CWE 67:78-80, 121-123.  

25 ASD V/4, 35-36 (CWE 67:251). 
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Ecclesiastes explicitly invited the reader to interpret Christ’s criticism of the powerful as a duty to 

speak against those in power, especially princes.26  

In Ecclesiastes, the discussion on authority and rhetorical ethos was truly central. If 

there was one idea that Erasmus wanted the reader of Ecclesiastes to remember, it was that the 

authority of the speaker was dependent on the spiritual and virtuous nature of his/her life. Tirelessly 

underlining the transparent relationship between one’s inner and outer selves and one’s lived example 

as a source of true authority, Erasmus aspired to Christianize Quintilian’s definition of the orator as 

a ‘good man skilled in speaking’ (vir bonus dicendi peritus).27 In doing so, he was following in the 

footsteps of Augustine, who had discussed ethos as the totality of the life of the speaker, as a way of 

becoming a living example of what he/she preached.28 

Erasmus, however, recognized even in Ecclesiastes that in actual life, one’s rhetorical 

authority did not always stem from one’s relationship to truth and virtue, but from the way in which 

a given audience assessed one’s person. Erasmus’ general examination of the necessity of rhetorical 

training in Book Two discussed natural and spiritual eloquence as a transformative movement of a 

perfect state of mind to the exterior; yet, given the rarity of natural eloquence, he ended up reinforcing 

the relevance of rhetorical training.29 Even more importantly, Erasmus incorporated a range of 

instructions on artistic ethos that was supposed to complement the pre-artistic authority stemming 

from virtue. Indeed, Erasmus offered advice on the delineation of one’s character according to the 

contextual requirements of the situation, underscored the importance of the three Aristotelian sources 

 
26 Ibid., 118-120. 

27 Ibid., 40-2, 68, 100-2; Quintilian, Institutio oratoria, 5 vols, ed. and trans. Russell (Cambridge, MA: HUP, 2001), 

5:196-8 (12.1.1).  

28 Augustine, De doctrina Christiana (Turnhout: Brepols, 1962), 163-7. 

29 ASD V/4, 247-50. 
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of the ethos of the speaker (practical wisdom, virtue, good will) and discussed methods for winning 

the good will of the audience.30  

 The transparent ideal of one’s character as a source of rhetorical authority, and the 

artistic moulding of one’s ethos to satisfy the demands of the audience did not, however, exhaust 

Erasmus’ treatment of ethos. In Ecclesiastes, Erasmus exhibited awareness of a pre-artistic authority 

that stemmed from one’s socially defined life rather than from one’s virtuous character. This was 

nothing new. Roman rhetorical works, most notably those of Cicero and Quintilian, had been quite 

explicit about the fact that one’s possibilities for gaining an ethos were partly related to the kind of 

reputation one had among the audience before the actual contact takes place, and they often used 

auctoritas (authority) to denote the credibility of the speaker and other persons in rhetorical 

situations.31 Augustine, for his part, had insisted in De doctrina Christiana that an ethical life should 

go hand in hand with a good reputation, since an orator aspired to honesty both in the eyes of God 

and men.32 In his most in-depth discussion of ethos and authority in Book One of Ecclesiastes, 

Erasmus claimed that an audience was won over through love and authority and that authority referred 

to ‘that which is won by virtue’. Erasmus continued, however, by claiming that if one could draw 

love and authority from some other source, one should do so for the sake of piety. Indeed, many won 

authority through ‘the dignity of their countenance, distinguished family, holy dress, title, age, or 

something else like that’. This should be encouraged, since the orator is ‘compelled to become all 

things to all people on account of human weakness’, and he/she should ‘use this emotion of the simple 

 
30 ASD V/4, 290-2, 356-8, V/5, 20-2, 67-8. Erasmus incorporated precepts on ethos without using the concept of ethos 

for the character of the speaker. Drawing on Quintilian, Erasmus employed the technical term ethos for moderate 

emotions that stood in contrast to strong passions, ASD V/5, 68-72; Quintilian, Institutio, 3:48-55 (6.2.8-20). 

31 Cicero, De oratore, trans. Sutton, and Rackham, 2 vols. (Cambridge, MA: HUP, 1942), 1:150-2, 1:308, 1:310, 1:450 

(1.49.214, 2.37.154, 2.37.156, 2.81.333). 

32 Augustine, De doctrina, 164. 
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as a bait to lure the souls of the inexperienced until they advance to something better’.33 While this 

kind of authority could naturally be brought to the mind of the audience in speech or writing, it was 

essentially tied to one’s general reputation. 

 The stress put on reputation as a complement to virtue and rhetorical art as a source of 

ethos in Ecclesiastes was not a novel interpretation of authority designed for preaching in the twilight 

of Erasmus’ career, but merely expressed a systematization of elements that had already been present 

in Erasmus’ work for a long time. Already De copia and De conscribendis epistolis had given social 

reputation some serious consideration. In De conscribendis epistolis, reputation is one the topics of 

the person considered, and it is often described as a source of authority, as in Erasmus’ description of 

ways of offering one’s advice.34 Even more explicitly, in an example of inference (collectio), Erasmus 

claimed that ‘we should consider no man wise who does not realize the need to care for his 

reputation’.35 In a similar spirit, Juan Luis Vives (1492/93–1540), a prominent writer on rhetorical 

theory in Erasmian circles, claimed in his handbook on deliberative rhetoric (De consultatione, 1533) 

that the Quintilian definition of an orator as a good man skilled in speaking referred primarily to the 

fact that only a man considered good by the audience could be persuasive.36 On a different note, the 

very reference to the Pauline maxim of becoming all things to all people had been central to Erasmus’ 

self-interpretation for decades. It expressed a deep admiration for Paul’s ability at ethical 

dissimulation, to adapt one’s character and words to the audience in the spirit of decorum.37 

 
33 ASD V/4, 222 (CWE 67-8:420). The reference to adapting oneself to the audience is taken from Saint Paul; see 1. 

Cor 9:22. 

34 ASD I/2, 574. 

35 Ibid., 380 (CWE 25:116). For De copia, see ASD I/6, 180. 

36 Vives, Opera omnia, 8 vols, ed. Gregorio Mayans y Siscar. (Valencia, 1782–1790), 2:245. 

37 His first references to this dimension of Paul were formulated more than 30 years before the publication of 

Ecclesiastes; see Peter Bietenholz, Encounters with a Radical Erasmus (Toronto: UTP, 2009), 141-8. For an exposition 
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 The connection between different forms of authority was not without its problems, since 

it was often recognized that true, virtuous authority was separate from one’s authority in the social 

sphere. In Ecclesiastes, Erasmus gave a negative description of an unlearned speaker who was 

‘commended by the reputation of his order and grace on account of the authority of his office’.38 This 

was closely linked to the fact that most audiences, because of a lack of moral and intellectual qualities, 

would recognize traditional sources of social authority (e.g. titles, reputation), yet possibly fail to 

recognize true, virtuous authority.39 Precisely because of this, it was extremely important to connect 

true authority to forms of social authority, such as titles, which were often described as offering the 

possibility to enhance truth. In this spirit, Erasmus wrote in De conscribendis epistolis that we might 

congratulate someone on a rank or honour by claiming that ‘with this increase in authority he may 

benefit as many people as possible’.40 Indeed, Erasmus had explicitly recognized the importance of 

titles in justifying his completion of a doctorate in theology through its contribution to his authority 

in the theological debates of the time.41 Thus, while the sources of social authority, because of their 

merely instrumental nature in enhancing good, were conceptually subordinate to true authority 

stemming from self-transformation, the importance of both to a successful life of negotium in the 

service of the community was acknowledged within Erasmus’ rhetorical theory. 

 

 
of this ideal, see the letter to Justus Jonas, Allen 1202, 4:486-93. All references to Erasmus' letters are taken from 

Erasmi Epistolae, eds. P. S. Allen and H. Allen, 12 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1906–58), using the abbreviation 

Allen, the number of the letter, and the pages in question. 

38 ASD V/5, 240 (CWE 67-8:951-2). 

39 For authority based merely on titles, see Vives, De disciplinis, ed. Vigliano (Paris: Les belles lettres, 2013), 82. 

40 ASD I/2, 561-2 (CWE 25:242).  

41 Allen 145, 1:344-5 (Erasmus to Anna van Borssele); Allen 201, 1:432 (Erasmus to Jan Obrecht), 4-6. See also Paul 

Grendler, Renaissance Education between Religion and Politics, 2 vols. (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2006), 2.42-64.  
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Friendship and Authority 

 

Both of these sources of pre-artistic ethos (reputation and virtue) were dependent on one’s life 

of retreat (otium). Since one’s rhetorical ethos stemmed from the authority of one’s life and how it 

was manifested to the audience, the life of otium was significant for one’s rhetorical possibilities. The 

ideal of otium referred in part to the solitary practices, both scholarly and spiritual (study, meditation, 

oration), through which one’s character was formed.42 But unlike in medieval monastic or semi-

monastic traditions, the Erasmian ideal of otium also comprised a distinctively social element. Indeed, 

those persons whose persuasive authority emanated from their claim to wisdom in different spheres 

of life were encouraged to lead a social life not only when fulfilling the duties of an active life, but 

also when attaining learning and virtue in a friendly community of the learned.43  

The self-interpretation of this friendly community of the wise, the Republic of Letters, was 

essentially based on a few key concepts, the most important of which was friendship (amicitia). 

Although Erasmus could discuss a form of universal friendship as the basis for broad social and 

political ideals (peace, community of goods), friendship between the learned was largely based on a 

Christianized version of the Aristotelian and Ciceronian ideal of a more exclusive friendship. This 

ideal of a perfect, virtuous friendship was described as an affective, egalitarian and non-utilitarian 

bond between the good, and its cultivation was largely based on non-confrontational discursive genres 

(sermo, convivium, conversatio) between the learned, who ideally recognized each other as equals.44 

 
42 A presentation of how to forge a Christian character is Erasmus’ Enchiridion (1503).  

43 For the connection between discussion and learning, see ASD I/2 (De conscribendis epistolis), 498.  

44 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, trans. Rackham (Cambridge, MA: HUP, 1934), 460-5 (1156b); Cicero, De amicitia, 

trans. Falconer (Cambridge, MA: HUP, 1923), 126, 130, 140-2 (V.18, VI.20-1, IX.29-31). For Erasmus, see ASD II/1, 

84-6 (‘Amicorum communia omnia’, part of the Adagia). Erasmus makes the distinction between general Christian 

caritas and more particular amicitia in a colloquy entitled Amicitia, ASD 1/3, 709. See also Kathy Eden, ‘Between 
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Ideally, this conversation, based on trust among friends, enabled friendly critique on scholarly matters 

and, just like the reading of authoritative texts, held transformative potential for the cultivation of 

one’s character and virtue.45  

Despite the stress put on the cultivation of virtue, the self-interpretation of the Republic of 

Letters was not alien to its possible contributions to the reputation and fame of its individual members. 

In 1514, in a letter to the leader of the literary society of Strasbourg (sodalitas literaria), Jakob 

Wimpfeling (1450–1528), Erasmus described the praise of Strasbourg humanists as a transfer of the 

ideal of a community of goods from money to reputation. He equally claimed that the praise of the 

Strasburg humanists inspired and encouraged him to perform good deeds, and that their praise was 

not based on affection but on true judgment.46 Indeed, humanists often described the reputation and 

approval attributed by the scholarly circles and friends as a positive, honest judgment of virtue and 

learning that brought with it true reputation, in contrast to the fame offered by the erroneous multitude, 

which nurtured the ambition of the vain.47 In this vein, true reputation could be seen as a natural 

extension of honest praise that did not primarily seek the enhancement of fame, but rather the 

recognition of qualities that could epitomize virtue and, ideally, provide models for imitation.  

 
Friends all is Common: The Erasmian Adage and Tradition’, Journal of the History of Ideas 59.3 (1998), 405-19 (405-

6). For a general treatment of Erasmus’ conception of friendship, see Yvonne Charlier, Érasme et l'amitié: d'après sa 

correspondence (Paris: Les belles lettres, 1977).  

45 Furey, Erasmus, 22-4, 50; Kathy Eden, Friends hold all things in common: tradition, intellectual property, and the 

Adages of Erasmus (New Haven: YUP, 2001), 4-8. A perfect literary example of such a conversation is Erasmus’ 

Convivium religiosum. 

46 Allen 305, 2:17-18 (Erasmus to Wimpfeling). 

47 Budé contrasts the glory attributed by popular opinion to the judgment of posterity or the wise; see Allen 583, 2:561-

3 (Budé to Tunstall,); Allen 493, 2:397, 2:399 (Budé to Erasmus).  
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This honest praise based on the precepts of demonstrative oratory was truly a culture 

within the Republic. What is more, it was a culture that was deliberately made public in printed letter 

collections, dedicatory letters, scholarly texts and numerous cross-references to each other’s works, 

as Jardine has shown.48 But although the public dimension of praise was seen as an outcome of true 

friendship and honest judgment that, in creating reputation, recognized virtue, there most certainly 

were cases in which the creation of reputation did not mirror actual friendship. This was by and large 

the case with the public friendship between two of the most famous humanists of the time, Erasmus 

and Budé, which, as most members of the humanist circles understood, remained strained and 

contributed little to the cultivation of the virtue of the protagonists.49 While the epistolary 

conversation between the two drew extensively on a rhetoric of friendship, amicitia served as a 

discursive framework according to which a complex set of rhetorical choices, some of a rather 

aggressive nature, were laid out by both Erasmus and Budé. It is precisely the dissolution of the 

idealized link between friendship and reputation that makes the letter exchange interesting since, in 

the absence of spontaneous amicitia, ideas about the possibilities of the friendship for the reputation 

of Budé and Erasmus, and of the Republic of Letters more generally, surface repeatedly.  

The letter exchange between these two giants of European learning, which was possibly 

based solely on correspondence, began in 1516.50 The fact that their friendship was essentially public 

in nature was clear from the start. Both used the correspondence to introduce their friends to the other, 

 
48 Lisa Jardine, Erasmus, Man of Letters: the Construction of Charisma in Print (Princeton: PUP, 1993), 3-26; Chris 

Heesakkers, ‘Erasmus epistolographus’, in Christiane Berkvens-Stevelinck, Hans Bots, and Jens Häseler (eds.), Les 

grands intermédiaires, 29-60 (38-41). For a description of different editions of Erasmus’ letters, see Alexandre 

Vanautgaerden, Érasme typographe (Genève: Droz, 2012), 17-22. Budé began to publish his correspondence in 1520 

(Epistolae Gulielmi Budaei regii secretarii). 

49 La Garanderie, ‘Introduction’, 14-15; Charlier, Érasme, 205-8. 

50 La Garanderie, ‘Introduction’, 13.  
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both distributed letters among their friends and, ultimately, both agreed that the correspondence could 

serve in the creation of a common circle of shared friends.51 What is more, both knew quite well that 

many of the letters were public documents that were essentially written to be printed.52  

The correspondence, as it has come to us, began with Budé’s reflections on the culture 

of praise between friends. Answering a lost letter from Erasmus, Budé, in the first known letter, 

written in May 1516, discussed an encomium of his work found in Erasmus’ recently published New 

Testament (Novum Instrumentum omne, 1516). While Budé was grateful for Erasmus’ praise, which 

had made ‘Budé immortal’ and ‘an elephant instead of an ant’, he found himself in a tight spot since 

a direct reply in the form of an encomium would be thought of as ‘returning one favour for another’ 

by all readers.53 For this reason, the letter, which did praise Erasmus at different points, was amplified 

into scholarly discussion and, most importantly, into a critique of Erasmus’ tendency to pick trivial 

themes. In short, Budé suggested that the correspondence should not be based on mere praise, but, in 

the spirit of friendship, should engage in a scholarly dialogue in which criticism was allowed.  

 In his response to Budé, Erasmus for his part claimed that the mention of Budé was a 

way to ‘add a little lustre’ to his own annotations.54 Erasmus, however, went on to argue that ‘maybe 

I have done no harm to the humanities by making your work more widely appreciated among men 

who … attach some importance to my opinion’.55 Furthermore, in an invitation to a critical scholarly 

conversation, Erasmus stated that Budé should repay him not with compliments, but by instructing 

 
51 In 1516, they made a covenant that consisted of sharing friends, Allen 493, 2:402 (Budé to Erasmus); Allen 531, 

2:472 (Erasmus to Budé); Allen 583, 2:560-1 (Budé to Tunstall). 

52 See Allen 493, 2:391 (Budé to Erasmus). 

53 Allen 403, 2:230 (Budé to Erasmus, CWE 3:277-8). 

54 Allen 421, 2:252 (Erasmus to Budé, CWE 3:304). 

55 Ibid., 2:253 (CWE 3:304). 
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and judging him.56 However, although Erasmus claimed that he was ‘grateful for such friendly 

advice’, his defence of what Budé had called trifles strongly underlined the fact that he did not agree 

with Budé.57 Indeed, the ensuing discussion over Erasmus’ trifles (most notably De copia) was 

notoriously ill-fated. 

 The subsequent letter exchange revealed a gradual deterioration in the relationship, 

which reached its low point in late 1518 and early 1519. The complexity of the layers of meanings in 

their reciprocal critiques and praises was such that it baffled the protagonists themselves and other 

contemporaries.58 While they disagreed on certain specific themes (proper style, themes, the scope of 

the humanist agenda), the most severe disagreement concerned the rules of conversation; they both 

misinterpreted each other frequently, became passionately annoyed with the other’s critique and 

found it difficult to remain within the limits of civilized conversation.59  

Still, and despite holding somewhat disparate views on the social extension of 

reputation, both celebrated each other’s renown and discussed the epistolary exchange as a 

contribution to their respective reputations. Already in 1516, Erasmus proclaimed that he could quote 

‘Budé among classical and time-honoured authorities’.60 Although Budé insinuated that Erasmus’ 

yearning for popular support was different from his own attempt to appeal to the judgment of the best, 

he, in his response still claimed that boasting of Erasmus’ friendship was the ‘best way of maintaining 

my (Budé’s) credit and authority among those who think you are our modern Varro’.61 Even when he 

 
56 Ibid., 2:252. 

57 Ibid., 2:254-5 (CWE 3:306-8). 

58 La Garanderie, ‘Introduction’, 14-15; Charlier, Érasme, 205-8. 

59 For the contents of the debate, see Joseph Wallace, ‘The Merits of Being Obscure: Erasmus and Budé Debate the 

Style, Shape, and Audience of Humanist Scholarship’, Moreana 46, 2-3 (2009), 198-229. 

60 Allen 480, 2:367 (Erasmus to Budé, CWE 4:108). 

61 Allen 493, 2:402 (Budé to Erasmus, CWE 4:150).  
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was complaining that Erasmus’ reputation was flooding France and putting everyone else into the 

shadows, Budé still admitted that he had gained ‘so much extra illumination’ from Erasmus’ works.62  

When the relationship became more openly restrained in 1518, the conciliatory attempts 

by both frequently referred to their friendship as a source of reputation and authority. When Budé, in 

October 1518, composed a letter that openly discussed the deterioration of their relations and asked 

Erasmus if he wanted to renounce the friendship, Erasmus replied by underlining the sincerity of their 

friendship but also by pointing out its significance for their reputations and for the outward perception 

of their reciprocal relations.63 He claimed that it was an ambition of his to be remembered as the ‘one 

whom the certain Budé did not dislike’, but that he was afraid of ‘losing some of this reputation’, 

since ‘posterity might judge that between Budé and Erasmus there was not the same affectionate 

relationship that I had hoped might appear’.64 In evoking a common rhetorical strategy of the potential 

reader as the source of any misunderstandings, Erasmus further claimed that he could take Budé’s 

humour and Gallic character within the right spirit, but that readers might well fail to do so.65 

In March 1519, Erasmus again approached Budé and wrote that he always spoke of 

Budé in public with admiration and that in front of Philistines, it was important that Erasmus and 

Budé were ‘of one mind’.66 Once again, Budé expressed his doubts in two letters written in June 

1519. He wrote to Erasmus that he was not willing to be engaged in a friendship based merely on 

scratching each other’s backs, adding in another letter that a witty and at times controversial style, 

 
62 Allen 522, 2:445 (Budé to Erasmus, CWE 4:205). 

63 Allen 896, 3:437 (Budé to Erasmus); Allen 906, 3:448-50 (Erasmus to Budé). 

64 Allen 906, 3:449 (Erasmus to Budé, CWE 6:197). 

65 Ibid., 3:449-50. 

66 Allen 930, 3:513 (Erasmus to Budé, CWE 6:277). The reference to the Philistines occurred at a moment in which 

Erasmus’ biblical humanism was increasingly being challenged by scholastic theologians.  
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rather than undermining friendship, actually confirmed and strengthened it.67 Erasmus, in his reply, 

admitted that friendship and adulation did not go together, but he still claimed that what was needed 

were ‘gay and reasonably humorous letters’ so ‘that others too may see what great friends we are’. 

He continued by insisting that he could take Budé’s humour, but that he was afraid for Budé’s 

reputation, which was closely linked to his own reputation, since ‘friendship makes all things 

common property’.68 Although Erasmus still offered Budé the possibility of the mutual encomia that 

Budé had denied, his main proposition to Budé was to suggest that in the future they should focus on 

things that were ‘congenial to friendship and sound learning, and avoid treating topics that could 

cause bad blood.69 

This idea of mutual amnesty proposed by Erasmus was accepted by Budé, and much of 

their later epistolary exchange lacked the aggressive spirit of the early exchange.70 Thus, although it 

was obvious that there was little true friendship between the two, they formally remained public 

friends and continued to point out the importance of having the other’s support. Still in 1527, Erasmus 

could write to Budé and wish that Budé, in his more popular writings, would ‘find a place … for some 

indication of your good will’. This was important for the sake of the ‘general reputation of learning’, 

since ‘mutual good will’ between those advancing learning mattered greatly.71 

The idea that mutual goodwill between the two could enhance their reputations and, 

consequently, advance the cause of humanities surfaced yet again within the context of a 

disagreement over Erasmus’ Ciceronianus (1528). In the first edition of a work that engaged in a 

critical assessment of all major classical and contemporary writers, Erasmus compared Budé 

 
67 Allen 987, 3:616 (Budé to Erasmus); Allen 992, 3:625 (Budé to Erasmus).  

68 Allen 1004, 4:36-7 (Erasmus to Budé, CWE 7:39). 

69 Ibid., 4:37-40 (CWE 7:40-2). 

70 Allen 1073, 4:196 (Budé to Erasmus). 

71 Allen 1794, 6:478 (Erasmus to Budé, CWE 12:493).  
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unfavourably with the French printer Josse Bade (1462–1535). Voicing a more general discontent 

within the French humanist community, Germain de Brie (1490–1538) had approached Erasmus on 

the matter in August 1528. De Brie claimed that the comparison had ‘alienated many well-disposed 

persons from you [Erasmus]’.72 For that reason, Erasmus should either change the paragraph or add 

an appendix so that people would not think that he was envious of Budé’s reputation. As De Brie 

wrote, since ‘it pertains to your [Erasmus] own glory that your equal should appear as great as 

possible’, this was of utmost importance.73  

In September 1528, Erasmus both responded to and systematically denied these 

accusations. In doing so, he reminded de Brie of everything he had done for Budé. Although he had 

not praised Budé at length in Ciceronianus, he claimed that in his annotations to the New Testament 

and in Adagia, ‘I [Erasmus] not infrequently strive to find scope for enlarging on his praises’. He 

further added that he had already previously given honour to Budé, since in the past he had thought 

it ‘would be beneficial to learned studies and, I [Erasmus] readily admit, to myself’.74  

The friendship between Budé and Erasmus was in many ways a failed attempt at true 

friendship, and its communication to the public was never in control of any of the parties. The debate 

over whether simple praise or criticism would contribute to friendship and its outer appearance never 

ceased, and most disagreements were never resolved, but rather suppressed or mitigated. Despite this, 

the friendship between the foremost humanist theologian (Erasmus) and legal scholar (Budé) fulfilled 

the minimal requirements that were projected onto it, since both continued publicly to support each 

other’s name. Others were also incorporated into the public domain of the friendship, and they played 

their role in the culture of reciprocal praise in a more docile manner. Cuthbert Tunstall (1474–1559), 

 
72 Allen 2021, 7:437 (De Brie to Erasmus, CWE 14:251). 

73 Ibid., 7:437 (CWE 14:252). 

74 Allen 2046, 7:486 (Erasmus to De Brie, CWE 14:332). 
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whom Erasmus wanted to introduce to Budé, wrote to the French humanist and claimed that he was 

incapable of serving as an authoritative witness to Budé’s skills in Latin and Greek. He argued that 

he wanted to withdraw ‘from the arena in which two heavyweights [Milo’s] of our generation … 

were competing in an interchange of most friendly letters, each passing scholarly criticism on the 

other’. He further continued by claiming that both enjoyed ‘world-wide reputation’, and both carried 

‘such authority among the learned’ that their opinions received ‘universal support’.75 This letter, with 

its lavish praise, was printed in the 1518 letter collection Auctarium. In addition to Tunstall, other 

notable humanists, such as Thomas More (1478–1535) and Vives, participated in reciprocal, public 

praise in the late 1510s and early 1520s.76  

As Budé’s and Erasmus’ correspondence amply demonstrated, the importance of the 

authority stemming from reputation was thought to be of pivotal importance for their scholarly 

projects and debates with their opponents (mostly scholastics). But they also thought that this general 

authority could be externalized in a wide array of contexts that transcended academic discussions. 

Erasmus frequently discussed the utility of scholarly work by referring to its reformative potential in 

all domains of collective life. In defending his work to Budé in June 1516, Erasmus mentioned the 

contribution of his pacifist works side by side with Enchiridion and Adagia (1500), and boasted that 

his Institio principis Christiani laid down ‘principles on which no theologian dares lay a finger’.77 In 

other letters, Erasmus discussed Budé’s and More’s scholarly reputations as a precondition of their 

 
75 Allen 571, 2:538 (Tunstall to Budé, CWE 4, 326).  

76 For praise of More, see Allen 999, 4:13-23 (Erasmus to Ullrich von Hutten); Allen 1223, 4:575-80 (Erasmus to 

Budé); For praise of Vives, see Allen 1066, 4:189 (Erasmus to Budé); Allen 1082, 4:209 (Erasmus to Hermann, the 

Count of Neuenahr); Allen 1106, 4:267-8 (More to Erasmus); Allen 917, 3:492-3 (Erasmus to Juan de la Parra). For 

Vives’ praise of Budé and the friendship between Budé and Erasmus, see Allen 1108, 4:270-6 (Vives to Erasmus).  

77 Allen 421, 2:254 (Erasmus to Budé, CWE 3:307). 
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influence at their respective courts and, hence, as a possibility to guide the actions of the princes and 

to enhance the cause of the humanities.78  

Despite the recognition of reputation as a source of authority, it also surfaced as a major 

concern in the management of disagreements within the Republic. When Erasmus was attacked by 

Budé’s friend, the French scholar Jacques Lefèvre d’Estaples (c.1455–1536), for his interpretation of 

certain passages in his New Testament, Erasmus felt compelled to compose an aggressive apology 

(Apologia ad Jacobum Fabrum, 1517) defending his own position. Budé criticized Erasmus’ 

Apologia, but he did not base his criticism on the truthfulness of Erasmus’ and Lefèvre’s positions, 

but rather on Erasmus’ aggressive tone and its harmful potential for Erasmus’ reputation and 

authority. In two letters to Erasmus written in December 1517 and April 1518, Budé recommended 

silence as the correct reaction to the matter since it would protect Erasmus’ reputation and effectively 

hand the victory to Erasmus because of his eminent level of distinction, which served as a shield 

against pamphlets. The stress put on reputation was completed by Budé’s insistence that, should the 

public discord between Erasmus and Lefèvre continue, it might strip Erasmus and Lefèvre of the 

glory attributed to them by the wise.79 Thus, Budé underscored the fact that the dispute should be 

dealt with internally within the limits of friendship, since a public quarrel before the multitude, rather 

than clarifying truth, would negatively impact the reputation and authority of both.  

Erasmus, however, repeatedly violated Budé’s advice to deal with scholarly issues 

internally, and those who engaged in scholarly disputes with Erasmus could connect his aggressive 

discursive choices to his public reputation, which was based on the general culture of praise within 

humanism. The most glaring example of this was Erasmus’ dispute (1517–1520) with the theologian 

 
78 Allen 1004, 4:39-40 (Erasmus to Budé); Allen 1233, 4:578 (Erasmus to Budé). 

79 Allen 744, 3:175; Allen 810, 3:271-5. For the debate between Erasmus and Lefèvre, see Erika Rummel, Erasmus and 
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Edward Lee (c. 1482–1544), whose critical annotations to Erasmus’ New Testament were published 

in 1520 against Erasmus’ wishes after Lee had prevented Erasmus from seeing them in private.80 In 

a letter to Erasmus, printed with the annotations, Lee explicitly claimed that he had been offered a 

good reputation in exchange for silencing his criticism. He described Erasmus as a ‘dispenser of 

immortality’ and claimed that the shortest road to glory for himself would have been to act as if in a 

play written by Terence: ‘he says yes; I say yes. He says no; I say no’.81 What is more, Lee made 

perfectly clear the fact that Erasmus had used his reputation to attack the ethos of his opponents in 

order to circumvent any scholarly discussion. He also claimed that Erasmus had made him ‘unpopular 

with all learned men’ and that Erasmus made fun of him, passing ‘judgment on all men with a kind 

of absolute ex cathedra authority’.82 Lee’s description of how Erasmus attacked the reputations of his 

scholastic opponents in front of his own supporters made perfectly clear the fact that the reputations 

created within the Republic of Letters could be turned into an aggressive use of authority against 

those who were excluded from the sphere of trust of the community of friends. 

While Lee himself had hardly acted within the rules of civility during the dispute, his 

accusations were not without substance. Already before the dispute became public with the printing 

of Lee’s annotations, Erasmus had included thinly veiled scorn of Lee both in his letters and in his 

printed materials.83 Indeed, in the summer of 1519 Erasmus had written to Lee himself and adopted 

a strategy that, on the one hand, stressed his own moderation and yet, on the other hand, 

simultaneously reminded Lee that he could not control the reaction of others. Erasmus let Lee know 

that although he promised to ‘continue to urge restraint’, he had heard that some aggressive German 

 
80 For the dispute, see Robert Coogan, ‘The Pharisee against the Hellenist: Edward Lee versus Erasmus’, Renaissance 

Quarterly 39, (1986); Erika Rummel, ‘Introduction’, in CWE 72, xi-xxvi. 

81 Allen 1061, 4:163 (Lee to Erasmus, CWE 7:176). 

82 Ibid., 4:164, 165 (CWE 7:177, 178). 

83 Coogan ‘The Pharisee’, 480-2; Rummel ‘Introduction’, xv-xxv. 
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pamphleteers were ‘threatening more violent measures’ against Lee.84 In the aftermath of the 

publication of Lee’s annotations, the threat was realized in multiple forms, and Erasmus himself 

played a role both in the organization of the campaign and in the publication of some of the materials, 

as his private correspondence revealed.85 Still, in his printed Apology against Lee (Apologia qua 

respondet duabus ivectivis Eduardi Lei), Erasmus continued to adopt the role of a moderate scholar 

who was unwilling to engage in polemics. He refused to ‘respond to Lee’s insults’, and restricted 

himself to ‘plain, Attic style, without passion’.86 Although Erasmus hoped that nothing would happen 

to Lee, he simultaneously reminded Lee that his book was ‘sufficient to rouse the anger of many 

people against Lee’ among those who felt that ‘Erasmus’ reputation should remain unsullied’.87 

Erasmus thus harnessed his authority against Lee’s reputation both directly in the ethos of his own 

texts and indirectly in authorizing the defence of his cause by those who recognized the importance 

of Erasmus’ authority for humanist studies.  

 

Conclusion 

 

By looking at rhetorical theory in the first part, the article has shown that Erasmian 

humanists were aware of the importance of one’s general reputation and authority for a rhetorical 

ethos. Furthermore, since the self-interpretation of the Republic of Letters emphasized it as a space 

that contributed to the reputation and authority of the most important humanists, as the second part 
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has demonstrated, the Republic was clearly considered relevant for one’s rhetorical ethos in a range 

of activities. 

The focus on the Republic of Letters as a source of reputation rather than virtue should 

not be interpreted as a one-dimensional project to maximize social status. In the aftermath of Jardine’s 

work, the extent to which Erasmus’ reputation was the result of his own creation has been the subject 

of much interest, with some emphasizing more Erasmus’ own efforts (e.g. Alexandre Vanautgaerden) 

and some the process of reception in which Erasmus became recognized as the prince of humanists 

(Christoph Galle).88 More generally, there is an ongoing discussion regarding whether scholarly self-

fashioning should be seen as a manipulative project of branding or as a form of self-interpretation, 

with some scholarship finding it hard to strike a balance between the two.89 In the case of the Erasmian 

Republic of Letters, it is clear that many of the relationships were interpreted through the idealized 

view of the Republic as a space for the common cultivation of virtue and learning. But, as the article 

has shown, it was simultaneously accepted that some relationships, despite contributing little to virtue 

and spirituality, could be significant for the authority of the Republic and for the enhancement of its 

ultimate goals. Consequently, reputation forged within the Republic did not merely satisfy the 

yearning for recognition of an ambitious character — an interpretation which, in the case of Erasmus, 

has a long history — but it was also considered necessary for the communication of wisdom in 

educational, political and ecclesiastical debates in which reform and truth had to be promoted.90  

Naturally, the Republic provided different individuals with different degrees of 

authority, with Erasmus holding a special place as the undisputed prince of the movement. Still, the 
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Republic of Letters did not just back up Erasmus’ authority with its praise; other humanists could 

also draw on the authority that emanated from Erasmus and the Republic more generally in becoming 

figures of some note.91 As the debate with Lee showed, this authority could be put to work in the 

educational controversies with the scholastics. But there can be little doubt that the authority of 

Erasmian humanists was also widely recognized by contemporaries outside scholarly circles.92 

Thematically, key Erasmian issues (the condemnation of warfare, biblical philology, the philosophy 

of Christ) are frequently referenced and the most important humanist works (e.g. Moriae encomium, 

Institutio principis Christiani, Utopia) hold an undeniable authoritative status. Still, and despite being 

often successful in using their authority to scorn scholastic learning, Erasmian humanists were not 

able to turn authority into success in their call for political and ecclesiastical reform. This was a major 

shortcoming since Erasmus frequently stressed that his reform project was not merely academic but 

comprised all levels of human interaction. 

One of the reasons for this failure is that humanist authority was not simply listened to, 

but also appropriated for different purposes, as Galle among others has noted.93 Since the Renaissance 

conception of authority allowed writers to link authority to individual phrases, sentences or maxims 

rather than to the totality of the argument, it was possible to use Erasmian commonplaces or Erasmus’ 

name in ways not intended by the humanists themselves. At the turn of the 1520s, ecclesiastical 

authorities, including Pope Leo X (1475–1521), tried to recruit Erasmus for their assault on Luther 

(1483–1546).94 The official imperial propaganda in Charles V’s (1500–1558) court evoked the name 
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of Erasmus as an authoritative voice to support aggressive imperial policies.95 In defending the Act 

of Supremacy, the Tudor court for its part evoked the duties of a supposedly Erasmian prince to watch 

over his/her subjects’ souls.96 

However, despite the failure to exert decisive influence in political and religious affairs, 

the Erasmian moment must be considered significant in the broader history of the Republic of Letters. 

This is not because it anticipated a distinctively modern public sphere of free discussion in a 

Habermassian sense. Despite its avowed ideals, the Republic was an exclusive and often hierarchical 

structure wherein critical attitudes could be punished. But while internal critique was not necessarily 

encouraged, the Republic was linked to the possibilities of externalizing one’s opinions since its 

reciprocal relations could be conceptualized as a source of authority necessary to promote reform. In 

connecting typical Quattrocento humanist literary devices for creating reputation (laudation, 

epistolary exchange, mastering of biographies) with the communicative possibilities offered by the 

printing press, the Republic of Letters gained unprecedented visibility, reputation and authority. 

Ultimately, Erasmian humanists grasped the emergence of a new form of non-institutional authority, 

but simultaneously experienced its limits. 
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